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Cat. No. 174/2012

NOTIFICATION

The following is the Probability List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally 
eligible to be included in the Ranked list, subject to the verification of the Original documents, for selection to the 
post  of   LD  TYPIST  (NCA-DIFFERENTLY  ABLED-LOCOMOTOR/CEREBRAL  PALSY)  on  `9940-
16580(Category No. 174/2012 )- in VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS in Malappuram District    on the basis of the 
Objective Type Test (OMR) held on 06/09/2013.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, 
indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test. The alphabet 'M' shall be prefixed to all Register 
Numbers included in the Probability List. 

:1/15/DOM

:

MALAPPURAM
24.08.2015

DISTRICT OFFICE OFFICE, MALAPPURAM

100002 DA-O 100006 DA-O 100009 DA-O 100010 DA-O 100011 DA-O 100017 DA-O

100022 DA-O 100023 DA-O 100025 DA-O 100026 DA-O



2
2

LD TYPIST NCA PH ORTHO
  Malappuram 

Office of the
Kerala Public Service Commission

Approved for issue,

Section Officer.

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and admission of 
application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the probability list does not confer any right on 
the candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note :- (2)  The candidates who have secured 39.115 (Thirty Nine point one one five) (marks secured in the 
OMR Test + Grace marks for DA - O)marks and above are included in  the probability list.

Note:-  (3)   Candidates  included  in  the  Probability  List  should  present  and  produce  in  person  the  original 
documents  for  verification.   Date,  Time  and  Venue  of  certificate  verification  of  candidates  included  in  this 
probability list will be intimated later.

Note:- (4)   According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer scripts 
can be rechecked after the publication of Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be published in the Ranked List 
to be published for the post. 

Note :- (5) Copy of answer  scripts  of the OMR Test held on 06/09/2013 will be issued to those candidates who, 
apply for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List.  

District Office,MALAPPURAM

ALIKUTTY K
DISTRICT OFFICER
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